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Abstract

The spinal dorsal horn comprises heterogeneous populations of interneurons and projection neurons, which form neuronal
circuits crucial for processing of primary sensory information. Although electrophysiological analyses have uncovered
sensory stimulation-evoked neuronal activity of various spinal dorsal horn neurons, monitoring these activities from large
ensembles of neurons is needed to obtain a comprehensive view of the spinal dorsal horn circuitry. In the present study, we
established in vivo calcium imaging of multiple spinal dorsal horn neurons by using a two-photon microscope and
extracted three-dimensional neuronal activity maps of these neurons in response to cutaneous sensory stimulation. For
calcium imaging, a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based calcium indicator protein, Yellow Cameleon, which
is insensitive to motion artifacts of living animals was introduced into spinal dorsal horn neurons by in utero electroporation.
In vivo calcium imaging following pinch, brush, and heat stimulation suggests that laminar distribution of sensory
stimulation-evoked neuronal activity in the spinal dorsal horn largely corresponds to that of primary afferent inputs. In
addition, cutaneous pinch stimulation elicited activities of neurons in the spinal cord at least until 2 spinal segments away
from the central projection field of primary sensory neurons responsible for the stimulated skin point. These results provide
a clue to understand neuronal processing of sensory information in the spinal dorsal horn.
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Introduction

Spinal dorsal horn (SDH) neurons not only relay sensory

information to higher brain centers, but also form neuronal

circuits to process primary sensory information [1]. Sensory

stimulation-evoked neuronal activity of SDH projection neurons is

modified by polysynaptic sensory inputs through interneurons.

The fact that pharmacological inhibition and targeted disruption

of SDH interneurons disturb somatic sensation indicates crucial

roles of the SDH interneurons for neuronal processing of sensory

information [2–7]. The significance of SDH interneurons is also

exemplified by allodynia or hyperalgesia, which are caused at least

in part by dysfunction of or damage to these interneurons [8].

SDH interneurons are also involved in the spatial tuning of the

tactile and nociceptive systems [9,10].

Previous electrophysiological and immunohistochemical studies

have elucidated neuronal connectivity of SDH projection neurons

and interneurons [1]. However, SDH interneurons with various

morphology and neurochemical markers interconnect each other

to form highly complex circuits, hampering our understanding as

to how these heterogeneous neurons cooperate together to process

sensory information. Monitoring the pattern of neuronal activity of

a large ensemble of SDH neurons would provide data for a

comprehensive view about SDH circuits. Since central terminals

of primary sensory neurons are spatially organized according to

their response profile and their peripheral projection field, analysis

of the global distribution pattern of SDH neuronal activity in

response to sensory stimulation would uncover how sensory

information of primary afferents propagates to the surrounding

area by SDH circuits. In vivo calcium imaging is a promising

technique to monitor activities of many neurons in a single animal,

as it overcomes technical limitations of electrophysiological studies

[11]. Several investigators have reported in vivo calcium imaging

of SDH neurons [12–14]. Helmchen’s group and Cote’s group

recently devised the way to minimize motion artifacts of the SDH

during calcium imaging by mechanical stabilization, ratiometric

imaging, and the movement compensation device, allowing stable

measurement of neuronal activity [15,16]. However these studies

did not focus on the distribution of the recorded neurons.
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In the present study, we performed in vivo calcium imaging of

SDH neurons by using a two-photon microscope to analyze the

global distribution pattern of SDH neuronal activity in response to

sensory stimulation. For introduction of calcium indicator

proteins, we took advantage of in utero electroporation, which

enables stable expression of calcium indicators in the SDH along a

wide area across the rostrocaudal axis [17]. Moreover, the usage of

a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based ratio-

metric calcium indicator protein drastically decreases motion

artifacts during calcium recordings [18]. Based on these techno-

logical backgrounds, we succeeded in monitoring the activities of

multiple SDH neurons at a single cell resolution across a wide

region localized 1.4 mm along the rostrocaudal axis and 150 mm

in depth. Moreover, we determined the three-dimensional

localization of the recorded neurons and analyzed its relationship

with their response profile.

Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
The animal protocol was approved by the Animal Experimen-

tation Committee of Kansai Medical University (Permit Number:

13-040(01)). All surgery was performed under pentobarbital

(50 mg/kg) or urethane (1.2–1.5 g/kg) anesthesia and all efforts

were made to minimize suffering.

Vectors
Construction of pCAG-EGFP and pCAG-mCherry was de-

scribed previously [19,20]. The coding region of YC-Nano50 was

subcloned into the pCAGMCS vector to obtain pCAG-YC-
Nano50 [18,21,22].

In utero electroporation
In utero electroporation was performed as described previously

[17]. Briefly, pregnant ICR mice carrying E12.5 embryos

(Shimizu Laboratory Supplies Co., Kyoto, Japan) were deeply

anesthetized with pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) prior to electropora-

tion. Plasmid DNA was introduced into the central canal of the

spinal cord of the embryos by a microinjector (IM-31; Narishige,

Tokyo, Japan). Half-ring-type electrodes were attached to the

uterus, and 5 electric pulses (35 V, 50 ms) were applied with an

electroporator (CUY21SC; Nepagene, Ichikawa, Japan). All

animal experiments were approved by the Animal Experimenta-

tion Committee of Kansai Medical University.

In vivo calcium imaging
YC-expressing mice of either sex (8–10 weeks of age) were

anesthetized with urethane (1.2–1.5 g/kg). The lumbar spinal cord

at the level of L1 was exposed by laminectomy. Each mouse was

fixed in a stereotactic frame by attaching custom-made clamps to

the vertebral column (Narishige). After removal of the dura, agar

and cover glass slides were embedded onto the spinal dorsal horn

to restrict its movement.

Prior to mechanical and thermal stimulation, hair of the left

abdomen was removed by using an electric shaver, and

stimulation sites on the skin were marked. Mechanical stimulation

was applied by pinching with a forceps for 3 s or brushing for 1 s.

For thermal stimulation, we used a custom-made thermal

stimulator fashioned from a radiant heat lamp (Hirakata Techno

College, Hirakata, Japan). Heat stimulation was applied for 30 s

from a baseline temperature of about 30uC. After application of

heat stimulation, the skin temperature reached 45uC in 5 s and did

not increase above 50uC during the stimulation.

For calcium imaging, images were captured every 0.43 s per

recording frame (256 pix6256 pix, 509 mm6509 mm) with an

upright two-photon laser-scanning microscope (FV1000 MPE;

Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a 256water-immersion

objective (XLPlan N; NA of 1.05, Olympus). In a single recording

frame, calcium imaging was performed at different confocal planes

(every 10–20 mm). The Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai Deep See;

Spectra Physics, Tokyo, Japan) used for excitation was tuned to

850 nm. Emitted fluorescence was short-pass filtered (460–500

and 520–560 nm for CFP and YFP moieties of YC-Nano50

fluorescence, respectively), and detected by photomultipliers. For

data analysis, the YFP to CFP fluorescence ratio (R) was filtered

with a 1.3-s window. The baseline YFP/CFP ratio (Ro) was

calculated as the mean ratio of a 5-s time window immediately

before stimulus onset. Peak amplitude was defined as the

maximum value of a 10-s window after the stimulus onset for

pinch and brush stimuli, or the maximum value during stimulation

for heat stimuli. The change in ratio (DR/Ro) in response to

sensory stimulation was calculated from the peak and the baseline

ratio.

Analysis of three-dimensional distribution of recorded
neurons

Before calcium imaging, high-resolution fluorescent images of

the calcium recording frame were captured by a two-photon

microscope every 2 mm in depth (1024 pix61024 pix,

509 mm6509 mm). The precise location of cell bodies of recorded

neurons was determined from high-resolution images processed by

ImageJ. Z coordinates of YC-positive cell bodies were defined as

those of a central plane between the dorsal and ventral edge of

YC-positive neurons. X and Y coordinates of YC-positive cell

bodies were defined as a centroid of YC-positive areas in the pre-

determined Z plane. In some cases, calcium responses of YC-

positive neurons were obtained in 2 neighboring planes because of

a strong YC signal. We carefully compared 2 neighboring images

to prevent counting such neurons as 2 independent neurons.

To describe the three-dimensional distribution of recorded

neurons, we reconstructed the location of their cell bodies in serial

transverse sections. The dorsal outline of the grey matter in each

transverse section was also determined from high-resolution

images. Since YC-positive superficial SDH neurons extended

many processes, we could easily recognize the boundary between

YC-fluorescent-positive and -negative areas in high-resolution

images, and defined the boundary as the dorsal edge of the grey

matter. The location of these boundaries in high-resolution images

was traced and described in reconstructed three-dimensional

images. For categorization of recorded neurons regarding their

depth, we drew lines parallel to the dorsal outline at 50 mm

intervals, and counted the number of neurons in each range of

depth in the SDH. The percentage of responsive neurons was

calculated from the number of responsive neurons and recorded

neurons within each range of depth (0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, 100–

150 mm). Cells with calcium transients whose DR/Ro was equal to

or above 15% were defined as responsive neurons.

Retrograde labeling of sensory neurons by use of Cholera
toxin B

Eight-week-old ICR mice of either sex were deeply anesthetized

with pentobarbital (50 mg/kg). Prior to injection of Cholera toxin

B (CTB), hair was removed using an electric shaver. P1 was

defined as a point around the posterior abdomen whose pinch

stimulation efficiently evoked calcium transients of SDH neurons

at the L1 level. For CTB injection, P1 was re-defined by

In Vivo Calcium Imaging of Spinal Dorsal Horn Neurons
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anthropometric landmarks such as underlying bone prominences

located in the lateral border of the trunk along the dorsoventral

axis and at 1 cm rostral to the root of the hindlimb along the

rostrocaudal axis. Two microliters of Alexa488- or Alexa555-

conjugated CTB (1 mg/ml; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was

loaded into a fine glass capillary and injected subcutaneously into

the left abdomen by a microinjector (IM-31, Narishige). The mice

were perfused 7 days after the injection. Fluorescent images of the

labeled cell bodies in the DRG were taken by a camera attached to

a fluorescence microscope (Axioplan2; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany).

For the detection of primary sensory afferents in the SDH, 50-mm

serial transverse sections were prepared by use of a cryostat and

fluorescent images were obtained by a confocal microscope

(LSM510, Carl Zeiss). The rostrocaudal distance of CTB-positive

central terminals or that between central terminals was deter-

mined by counting the number of serial transverse sections of the

spinal cord.

Histochemistry
Sixteen-micrometer transverse sections of the thoracic spinal

cord electroporated with pCAG-EGFP or pCAG-mCherry were

Nissl-stained (NeuroTrace 530/615, Invitrogen) or immuno-

stained with rabbit anti-Lmx1b polyclonal antibody [23], rabbit

anti-Pax2 polyclonal antibody (Invitrogen), mouse anti-Calbindin

monoclonal antibody (Swant, Marly, Switzerland), mouse anti-

nNOS monoclonal antibody (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA,

USA), mouse anti-NeuN monoclonal antibody (Millipore, Bill-

erica, MA, USA), or mouse anti-GFAP monoclonal antibody

(Millipore). These sections were further incubated with Alexa 488-

or Alexa 546-conjugated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse antibody

(Invitrogen), and their fluorescence was observed with a confocal

microscope (LSM510; Carl Zeiss). For determination of laminae I,

II, and III, transverse sections of thoracic spinal cords of P21 mice

or L1 spinal cord of 8-week-old mice were Nissl-stained. Lamina

boundaries were determined based on previously established

criteria [24]. Thickness of each lamina was measured in the lateral

part of the spinal cord where the in vivo calcium imaging was

usually performed.

Results

Gene transfer of a genetically encoded calcium indicator
by in utero electroporation

For introduction of calcium indicators, we performed gene

transfer by an expression vector encoding a genetically encoded

calcium indicator protein, YC-Nano50, by performing in utero
electroporation (Fig. 1A). Since birthdate analysis using BrdU

showed that superficial SDH cells are born around E12.5 (Fig. S1),

we chose to perform in utero electroporation of E12.5 embryos.

YC expression in electroporated adult mice was found across a

broad area of the SDH along the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 1B). YC-

positive cells were mainly localized in the superficial SDH, as

expected from our birthdate analysis (Fig. 1C). The identity of

labeled cells was analyzed after electroporation with an EGFP or

mCherry expression vector. Most labeled cells in the superficial

SDH (Rexed’s lamina I–III) were Nissl-positive (98.460.9%, 5

mice, 978 cells) and NeuN positive (92.962.4%, 6 mice, 383 cells),

but not GFAP positive (6/190, 2 mice), suggesting that our

in utero electroporation procedure labeled mostly superficial SDH

neurons (Fig. 2A–C, Fig. S2). On the other hand, 4.162.1%,

7.663.6%, and 4.261.7% of Nissl-positive cells were EGFP-

positive within laminae I, II, and III, respectively, suggesting that a

small subset of cells could be labeled by this method (n = 5 mice,

lamina I:2136 cells; lamina II:6796 cells; lamina III:8076 cells). We

further analyzed the subtype identity of these EGFP-positive

neurons in the superficial SDH by immunostaining with antibod-

ies against Lmx1b and Pax2, which are markers for excitatory and

inhibitory interneurons, respectively, in the SDH [23,25,26].

Among the EGFP-positive cells in the laminae I–III, 56.664.2%

(n = 3 mice, 859 cells) were Lmx1b-positive cells, and 19.963.1%

(n = 3 mice, 628 cells) were Pax2-positive ones (Fig. 2D–I). These

results were further confirmed by immunostaining with antibodies

against calbindin and nNOS, markers for a subpopulation of

excitatory and inhibitory interneurons, respectively [27,28]

(Fig. 2 J–O). It is likely that the majority of labeled neurons were

interneurons, since most projection neurons in the superficial SDH

constitute only 5% of lamina I neurons [1]. These results suggest

that gene transfer by in utero electroporation allowed the

introduction of the gene into a variety of neuronal subtypes in

the superficial SDH.

In vivo calcium imaging
We then performed in vivo calcium imaging of SDH neurons of

8- to 10-week-old mice electroporated with the YC expression

vector. Based on the dermatome map, calcium responses of SDH

neurons at the L1 level were examined following pinch stimulation

applied to the posterior portion of the ipsilateral abdomen [29].

Using a two-photon microscope, YC-positive cells could be

resolved down to a maximum imaging depth of about 200 mm

(Fig. 3). Following cutaneous pinch stimulation, we observed a

gradual increase in YFP fluorescence and decrease in CFP

fluorescence in some neurons albeit with transient large motion

artifacts (Fig. 3D, left and middle). In contrast, the YFP to CFP

fluorescence ratio exhibited a drastic reduction in noises owing to

the fact that YC being a ratiometric calcium indicator efficiently

compensates for a fluctuation in fluorescence-detected calcium

responses derived from moving tissue (Fig. 3D, right). Calcium

imaging of a stack of consecutive focal planes allowed us to analyze

neuronal activity of about 100 SDH neurons within a 150-mm

depth from the dorsal edge of the grey matter in a single recording

frame. The three-dimensional distribution of recorded neurons

was then reconstructed from high-resolution images captured in

the same frame (see Materials and Methods). By calcium imaging

of 3 neighboring frames along the rostrocaudal level and

connecting these images together, we could measure calcium

transients of 202 SDH neurons at the L1 level distributed across a

1.4-mm length along the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 4). Classification

of recorded neurons by the amplitude of calcium transients

showed that each SDH neuron had a differential responsiveness

toward cutaneous pinch stimulation.

Calcium imaging following different sensory stimulation
Primary sensory afferents terminate with a lamina-specific

distribution in the SDH depending on their subtypes [1]: Central

afferents of low-threshold mechanoreceptor C and Ad fibers

terminate at the inner lamina II and lamina III, respectively,

whereas those of nociceptive and thermoreceptive C and Ad fibers

terminate at lamina I and outer lamina II [30–34]. Analysis of

SDH neuronal activities in response to sensory stimulation affords

insight into how primary sensory stimulation received by a second-

order SDH neuron is transmitted to the neighboring lamina

through the trans-laminar connectivity of interneurons. We then

examined in vivo calcium imaging of SDH neurons in response to

innocuous mechanical (Brush) and noxious thermal (Heat)

stimulation as well as to noxious mechanical (Pinch) stimulation.

Each SDH neuron had differential responsiveness to these

different types of sensory stimulation (Fig. 5). Between responsive

neurons, there were some differences in the decay kinetics of the

In Vivo Calcium Imaging of Spinal Dorsal Horn Neurons
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calcium transients. In order to analyze overall laminar distribution

pattern of responsive neurons, we performed this experiment using

several mice to calculate the percentage of responsive neurons

within the depth ranges of 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, and 100–

150 mm (Fig. 6A–C, Table S1). The thickness of laminae I, II, and

III in the SDH at the level of L1 was 20.361.6 mm, 56.565.0 mm,

and 85.661.9 mm, respectively (n = 3 mice, 8 weeks old). Thus, the

depth of 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, and 100–150 mm roughly

corresponded to lamina I and outer lamina II, inner lamina II

and outer lamina III, and inner lamina III, respectively. Pinch

stimulation elicited calcium responses in more SDH neurons than

did the 2 other types of stimulation and the laminar distribution of

pinch-responsive neurons was almost uniform within the depth of

150 mm (Fig. 6A). Heat-responsive neurons were much less

numerous than pinch-responsive neurons, but the laminar

distribution pattern of these neurons was similar to that of

pinch-responsive neurons (Fig. 6C). In contrast, the brush-

responsive neurons in the deeper laminae were significantly more

numerous than those in the shallow lamina (0–50 mm: 7.062.1%,

50–100 mm: 21.164.4%, 100–150 mm: 33.066.2%; n = 8 mice;

Fig. 6B). Neurons with a certain range of calcium transients did

not seem to exhibit a biased laminar distribution (Fig. 6D–F,

Table S2). Next, we categorized neurons according to their

responsiveness to the 3 types of sensory stimulation and analyzed

the laminar distribution of neurons in each category (Fig. 6G–M).

More neurons that responded to only pinch (Pinch only), only heat

(Heat only) or pinch and heat but not brush (Pinch + Heat) were

present in the shallow lamina than in the deeper lamina (Fig. 6H,

Figure 1. Methodological overview. (A) In utero electroporation of Yellow Cameleon expression vector. pCAG-YCnano50 was injected into the
spinal cord central canal at E12.5 and electric pulses were applied with an electroporator. (B) YC expression in the spinal dorsal horn of an 8-week-old
mouse. YC was expressed in the left side of the spinal cord around the L1 level. Scale bar, 1 mm. (C) Transverse section of YC-expressing SDH at L1.
SDH on the left side is shown. Scale bar, 200 mm. (D) In vivo calcium imaging of SDH neurons was performed in YC-expressing mice (8–10 weeks old).
The spinal cord at the level of L1 was exposed by laminectomy. The mouse was fixed in a stereotactic frame by attaching custom-made clamps to the
vertebral column, and calcium imaging was performed by use of a two-photon microscope.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g001
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K, M). In contrast, there were more neurons that responded to

only brush (Brush only), or pinch and brush but not heat (Pinch +
Brush) localized in the deeper lamina than in the shallow lamina

(Fig. 6G, L), similar to the distribution pattern of total brush-

responsive neurons. Several percent of neurons constituted

neurons responsive to all 3 sensory stimulations (Pinch + Brush

+ Heat), whereas there were very few neurons responsive to the

brush and heat combination (Brush + Heat) in the SDH (Fig. 6J,

Figure 2. Identity of EGFP-expressing cells in the SDH. pCAG-EGFP was electroporated into the spinal cord at E12.5, and transverse sections
were prepared from the thoracic spinal cord of the electroporated mice at P21. The sections were Nissl-stained (B, C) or immunostained with anti-
Lmx1b (E, F), anti-Pax2 antibody (H, I), anti-Calbindin antibody (K, L), or anti-nNOS antibody (N, O). EGFP fluorescence (A, C, D, F, G, I, J, L, M, O), and
immunofluorescence of anti-Lmx1b (E, F), anti-Pax2 (H, I), anti-Calbindin (K, L), and anti-nNOS (N, O) are shown. Arrowheads indicate double-positive
cells. Scale bar, 50 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g002
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I). Collectively, monitoring neuronal activity of a large ensemble of

SDH neurons revealed a tendency to correlate response profiles of

SDH neurons with their laminar location.

Calcium imaging in response to pinch stimulation toward
different points

SDH interneurons extend dendritic processes and axons

preferentially along the rostrocaudal axis [35], raising the

possibility that primary sensory inputs in the SDH efficiently

propagate along the rostrocaudal axis through SDH interneurons.

In order to examine the rostrocaudal spreading of sensory

information in the SDH, we next investigated calcium transients

of SDH neurons in response to pinch stimulation at 3 different

points in the abdomen. We carefully searched for the point around

the left abdomen whose pinch stimulation efficiently activated

many neurons in the pre-determined recording frame at L1. We

designated this point as ‘‘P1’’. Two additional points of the skin

1 cm caudal and 1 cm rostral to P1 were designated as ‘‘P2’’ and

‘‘P3’’, respectively. To examine the central projection field of

primary sensory neurons responsible for these skin points, we

retrogradely labeled primary sensory neurons with Cholera toxin

B (CTB), by injecting it into P1, P2, and P3 (Fig. 7). Injection of

CTB into P1 preferentially labeled L1-DRG neurons, while its

injection into P2 or P3 labeled L3- and L4-DRG or T12-DRG,

respectively. The size of CTB-labeled central projection fields in

the SDH was less than 50 mm along the mediolateral axis, and

about 1.5 mm along the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 7C–F, I–L).

Compared to the previous dermatome analysis using DiI crystal

[29], central projection fields analyzed in our study seems to be

Figure 3. In vivo calcium imaging of SDH neurons at L1. (A–C) in vivo calcium imaging was performed at 3 different confocal planes. Scale bar,
200 mm. (D) Fluorescent traces of CFP and YFP of Cell 1 are shown in the left and middle panels, respectively. The change in the ratio (YFP/CFP) of Cell
1 is shown in the right panel. Vertical blue bars indicate pinch stimulation applied to the ipsilateral abdomen. (E–F) Changes in the ratios (YFP/CFP) of
6 cells (Cells 2–7) seen in B and C are shown. Ratio traces were smoothed by a 1.3-s moving window. Grey, 6 individual trials; Black, average trace.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g003
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional distribution map of neuronal activity of SDH neurons in response to pinch stimulation. In vivo calcium
imaging was performed in the SDH at the level of L1 following pinch stimulation of the ipsilateral abdomen. Localization of recorded neurons was
reconstructed as serial transverse sections along the rostrocaudal axis. Each section is 100 mm in thickness (sections 1 and 14 are rostral and caudal
limits, respectively), and the outline in each section indicates the dorsal boundary of the grey matter of the SDH determined from high-resolution
images of the recorded area (see Materials and Methods). Cell bodies of recorded neurons (202 cells) are shown as diamonds, and they are color-
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longer along the rostrocaudal axis, possibly because CTB solution

injected into the skin might diffuse around the neighboring area.

Central terminals with strong CTB signals were usually found 50–

100 mm below the dorsal surface, but weak signals could be seen

up to 200 mm in depth, consistent with previous results [30].

Central projection fields of P1 and P2 were 2.060.4 mm apart

from each other rostrocaudally, and the distance between these

centers was 3.360.4 mm (n = 3). Similar results were obtained

from the mice in which CTB had been injected into P1 and P3

(distance between projection fields: 1.860.2 mm, distance be-

tween the centers: 3.460.3 mm [n = 3]). These results showed that

the central projection field of the primary sensory neurons

responsible for P1 and the points 1 cm rostrocaudally away from

P1 did not overlap and were about 2 mm apart from each other.

We then performed in vivo calcium imaging of SDH neurons

following pinch stimulation at P1, P2, and P3, and then

reconstructed the three-dimensional localization of responsive

neurons at the L1 level (Fig. 8). Each SDH neuron had differential

responsiveness toward pinch stimulation at these 3 points. Analysis

of overall response profile by in vivo imaging of several mice

revealed that P2 or P3 stimulation elicited calcium transients in

quite a few SDH neurons at the L1 level (Fig. 9). P1 stimulation

elicited a response in 44.363.6% of the SDH neurons, whereas

stimulation at P2 and P3 elicited one in 24.463.5% and

16.462.5%, respectively (Fig. 9A, Table S3; n = 14 mice, 1068

cells). These results suggest that cutaneous pinch stimulation

elicited activities of SDH neurons localized rostrocaudally far

beyond the central projection field of primary sensory neurons

responsible for the stimulated skin point. Among the P1-responsive

neuronal population, 46.464.0% were activated only by P1,

whereas 43.464.9%, 29.863.1%, and 19.663.0% of neurons

were also activated by P2, P3, and both P2 and P3, respectively

(Fig. 9B, Table S3; n = 14 mice, 458 cells). Interestingly, more

than 80% of P2- or P3-responsive neurons were P1-responsive

neurons (Fig. 9C, D), suggesting that P2- and P3-responsive

neuronal pathway preferentially interacts with P1-responsive

neurons at the L1 level. Next, we analyzed the amplitude of P2-

or P3-evoked calcium responses in P1-responsive neurons (Fig. 9E,

Table S4). In most P1-responsive neurons, calcium transients

following P2 or P3 stimulation were weaker than those when P1

was stimulated. In half of the P1-responsive neuronal population,

P2- and P3-evoked calcium transients were more than 30% and

40%, respectively, compared with those by P1 stimulation; and in

20% of the P1-responsive neuronal population, they were more

than 50% and 70%, respectively, compared with those by P1

stimulation. These results indicate that each P1-responsive neuron

had a differential response toward P2 and P3 stimulation. We next

analyzed the laminar distribution of P1-, P2-, and P3-responsive

neurons (Fig. 9F, Table S5). Interestingly, P2 and P3 stimulation

activated more neurons in the deeper laminae than in the shallow

lamina, whereas P1-responsive neurons were evenly present across

all the laminae. These results indicate that SDH neurons in the

deeper laminae receive sensory inputs from wider skin area than

those in the shallow laminae.

Discussion

Since previous electrophysiological studies have examined

sensory stimulation-evoked neuronal activity of very few SDH

neurons in a single animal, neuronal activity pattern of ensemble

of SDH neurons remains unclear. By imaging a large population

of SDH neurons in vivo, we for the first time clarified the three-

dimensional neuronal activity map of SDH neurons in response to

cutaneous sensory stimulation. Our results provided a clue to

understand how sensory information is processed by SDH

neuronal circuits.

Technical consideration of in vivo calcium imaging
Gene transfer of calcium indicator proteins by in utero

electroporation has several advantages for application of in vivo
calcium imaging. First, calcium indicator proteins can be

introduced into SDH neurons across a wide area along the

rostrocaudal axis. Recorded neurons included a heterogeneous

population of SDH neurons, such as excitatory and inhibitory

interneurons (Fig. 2). Second, gene transfer by in utero electropo-

ration allows us to keep the spinal cord more intact during calcium

recording, preventing from potential tissue damage and inflam-

matory responses. In comparison, the in vivo patch clamp

technique requires removal of the arachnoid and/or pia mem-

brane, and in vivo calcium imaging using a calcium indicator dye

requires its injection into the grey matter [14,36,37]. Third, we

can immediately evaluate the feasibility of newly updated calcium

indicator proteins by the current technique, since improved

versions of calcium indicator proteins have been continuously

reported year after year. In the present study, the application of

the ratiometric calcium indicator protein YC-Nano50 together

with mechanical stabilization of the SDH originally devised by

Helmchen’s group drastically minimized motion artifacts during

in vivo calcium imaging [14] (Fig. 3F), which helped precise

measurement of calcium responses. In future, employment of

more sensitive calcium indicator proteins may help to overcome

the limitation of the imaging depth of the two-photon microscope,

and enable us to measure more subtle calcium transients in the

spine [38].

Laminar localization pattern of SDH neurons responsive
to different sensory stimulation

Woolf and Fitzgerald reported a correlation between the

location of neuronal cell bodies and their response profiles based

on electrophysiological recording of a small number of SDH

neurons in laminae I and II [39]. Here, we addressed this issue by

measuring activities of hundreds of SDH neurons localized in

laminae I–III by in vivo calcium imaging. Brush-responsive

neurons were localized in the deeper laminae more than in the

shallow lamina. This laminar distribution pattern is similar to that

of central terminals of low-threshold mechanoreceptor C and Ad
fibers [30]. In contrast, pinch-responsive neurons were evenly

distributed throughout the laminae. However, these neurons do

not necessarily comprise only ‘‘nociceptive neurons’’, since

pinching also induces touch and stretch stimulation of the skin

[40]. Thus, it is highly possible that some subpopulation of the

pinch-responsive neurons was sensitive only to innocuous

mechanical stimulation. ‘‘Pinch + Brush’’ neurons would be the

candidate of such neurons since their laminar localization pattern

was similar to that of ‘‘Brush only’’ neurons. If the assumption

above would be correct, then ‘‘nociceptive neurons’’ may be

localized in the shallow lamina more than in the deeper laminae,

similar to the pattern of ‘‘Pinch only’’ neurons.

coded according to the amplitude of calcium transients in response to pinch stimulation. Red, .45%; Yellow, 30–45%; Blue, 15–30%; Grey, 0–15%.
Scale, 100 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g004
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional distribution map of neuronal activity of SDH neurons in response to various stimulants. Brush, pinch,
and heat stimulants were sequentially applied to the skin of the ipsilateral abdomen. Localization of recorded neurons (grey diamonds) is shown as
serial transverse sections (50 mm in thickness). Each trace represents the change of YFP/CFP ratio of 5 representative cells (red diamonds) in response
to individual trial of brush (yellow bar), pinch (blue bar), and heat (pink bar) stimulation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g005
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Figure 6. Lamina distribution pattern of SDH neurons in response to pinch, brush, or heat stimulation. Following calcium imaging in
response to pinch, brush, or heat stimulation, the depth of each neuron from the dorsal edge of the grey matter was measured. (A–C) Recorded
neurons were classified into 3 groups according to their depth: 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, and 100–150 mm. The percentage of responsive neurons within
each depth is shown. (D–F) Total recorded neurons (785 cells) were further classified by the amplitude of their calcium transients. Red: .45%, Yellow:
30–45%, Blue: 15–30%. (G–M) Recorded neurons were classified according to the response profiles of different sensory modalities, and the
percentage of responsive neurons within each depth is shown. (G) pinch (+), brush (+), heat (2) neurons. (H) pinch (+), brush (2), heat (+) neurons. (I)
pinch (2), brush (+), heat (+) neurons. (J) pinch (+), brush (+), heat (+) neurons. (K) pinch (+), brush (2), heat (2) neurons. (L) pinch (2), brush (+), heat
(2) neurons. (M) pinch (2), brush (2), heat (+) neurons. All values are means of 8 mice 6 S.E.M. *p,0.05, **p,0.01. Data were analyzed by non-
repeated measures ANOVA, and statistical significance was examined by Bonferoni posthoc comparisons (n = 8 mice; 0–50 mm: 349 cells, 50–100 mm:
337 cells, 100–150 mm: 99 cells).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g006
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The laminar localization pattern of brush-responsive neurons

and presumably ‘‘nociceptive neurons’’ suggests that sensory

stimulations preferentially evoke neuronal activities of SDH

neurons in the lamina where central afferents of the primary

sensory neurons terminate. This may be partially because most

second-order SDH neurons receive primary sensory afferents in

Figure 7. Analysis of the central projection of primary sensory neurons by use of retrograde labeling. (A–F) Alexa488 (green)- and
Alexa555 (magenta)-conjugated cholera toxin B (CTB) were respectively injected into P1 and P3 in the abdomen. (A) Seven days later, transverse
sections of the spinal cord were prepared. Alexa555-positive and Alexa488-positive central projections were found in the transverse sections around
T12 and L1 levels, respectively (C–F). (G–L) Alexa488- and Alexa555-CTB were respectively injected into P1 and P2 in the abdomen. (G) Alexa488- and
Alexa555-positive central projections were found in the transverse sections of the spinal cord around L1 and L3 to L4 levels, respectively (I–L). Scale,
100 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g007
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Figure 8. SDH neuronal activity in response to pinch stimulation applied to 3 different points. Pinch stimulation was applied to 3
different points in the ipsilateral abdomen. P2 and P3 were 1 cm caudal and rostral to P1, respectively. Calcium responses of L1 SDH neurons were
obtained and the three-dimensional distribution of recorded neurons (grey diamonds) is shown as serial transverse sections (50 mm in thickness). The
YFP/CFP ratio of 4 representative cells (red diamonds) is shown. Each trace represents the change of YFP/CFP ratio of 4 representative cells (red
diamonds) in response to individual trial of pinch stimulation to P3 (left bar), P1 (central bar), and P2 (right bar).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g008
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Figure 9. Activation pattern of SDH neurons in response to pinch stimulation applied to 3 different points. Pinch stimulation was
applied to 3 different points in the left (ipsilateral) abdomen, as shown in Figure 8. (A) The percentage of responsive neurons among total recorded
neurons is shown in the bar graph. All values are means of 14 mice 6 S.E.M. (n = 14 mice, 1068 cells). The percentage of neurons that responded to
stimulation at P1 (P1), P2 (P2), P3 (P3) is shown. (B–D) The percentage of responsive neurons in each of the specified categories (see graphs) among
P1-responsive (B; n = 14 mice, 458 cells), P2-responsive (C; n = 14 mice, 255 cells), and P3-responsive neuronal populations (D; n = 14 mice, 171 cells) is
shown. (E) Among P1-responsive neurons (458 cells, 14 mice), 92 cells showed a strong response (DR/Ro.45%). The peak amplitudes of P2 and P3
stimulation relative to P1 stimulation among these 92 cells are shown as a cumulative frequency plot. (F) Recorded neurons are classified into 3
groups according to the depth from the dorsal edge of the grey matter: 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, and 100–150 mm. The percentage of responsive
neurons among each group is shown. All values are means of 11 mice 6 S.E.M. *p,0.05, **p,0.01. Data were analyzed by non-repeated measures
ANOVA, and statistical significance was examined by Bonferoni posthoc comparisons (n = 11 mice; 0–50 mm: 367 cells, 50–100 mm: 352 cells, 100–
150 mm: 137 cells).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103321.g009
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the lamina where their cell bodies reside. In lamina II, dendrites of

most SDH interneurons are elongated in the rostrocaudal

direction with limited dorsoventral spread [35]. Also, sensory

information received by second-order SDH neurons does not seem

to be freely propagated to the neighboring lamina through the

trans-laminar neuronal network, as supported by the morphology

and the connectivity of SDH interneurons. Axonal arbors of

lamina II excitatory interneurons are always found in lamina II,

but not always in laminae I and III [41]. In addition, excitatory

inputs of SDH neurons arise from a wider rostrocaudal area than a

dorsoventral area [42].

Responsiveness of SDH neurons to multiple sensory
stimulations

We found quite a few SDH neurons that responded to more

than 1 type of sensory stimulation, such as ‘‘Pinch + Brush’’,

‘‘Pinch + Heat’’, and ‘‘Pinch + Brush + Heat’’ neurons, which

were qualitatively similar to those reported in previous electro-

physiological studies in the rat [36,37,39,43]. Sensitivity of SDH

neurons to multiple sensory stimulations may be partially due to

responsiveness of primary sensory neurons. As discussed above,

some subpopulation of the deeply localized ‘‘Pinch + Brush’’

neurons actually received inputs only from innocuous mechanical

primary sensory neurons. Many heat-responsive neurons also

responded to pinch stimulation (Fig. 6H, J, M), presumably

because TRPV1, activated by noxious heat, is mainly expressed in

nociceptive C fibers [44,45]. In contrast, ‘‘Pinch + Brush + Heat’’

neurons and some subpopulation of ‘‘Pinch + Brush’’ neurons may

receive inputs from both nociceptive and innocuous mechanical

primary sensory neurons independently, previously described as

wide dynamic range neurons [46]. It is likely that SDH

interneurons relaying sensory signals between shallow and deep

laminae play critical roles for the convergence of innocuous and

nociceptive information. Excitatory interneurons with longer

dorsoventral processes, such as vertical cells may be involved in

such a trans-laminar neuronal network [35].

Rostrocaudal propagation of sensory information in the
SDH

In the present study, we examined calcium responses of large

ensembles of SDH neurons following pinch stimulation toward

different skin points; and our data revealed that cutaneous pinch

stimulation evoked activities of SDH neurons localized rostro-

caudally far beyond the central projection field of primary sensory

neurons responsible for the stimulated skin point. Consistent with

our finding, Bullitt reported that pinch stimulation to the lateral

hip of the rat induces an increase in the number of c-fos-positive

SDH neurons localized as far rostrally as T12 and as far caudally

as L6 [47]. It is possible that the preferential rostrocaudal

orientation of the dendritic arborization of SDH interneurons

may partly account for the efficient propagation of primary

sensory inputs along the rostrocaudal axis in the SDH [35].

Majority of P2- and P3-responsive SDH neurons were also

sensitive to P1 stimulation (Fig. 9C, D), raising the possibility that

pinch-responsive SDH neurons in the neighboring rostrocaudal

area are interconnected by the excitatory neuronal network.

Our findings raise the question of the biological significance of

the rostrocaudal expansion of SDH neuronal responses to focal

sensory stimulation. A simple explanation is that propagation of

sensory information in the SDH might be indispensable for

amplification of sensory signal originating from a small area of the

skin. Alternatively, this rostrocaudal propagation of sensory

responses in the SDH might be involved in modulation of

perceived sensory information in ways other than amplification.

Treatment with GABA and glycine inhibitors expands the

receptive field of cutaneous stimulation [9,10], raising the

possibility that inhibitory interneurons are used to spatially confine

sensory perception. We may envisage that the propagation of

neuronal responses in the SDH as revealed in this study might be

recruited to further activate inhibitory interneurons across a wider

rostrocaudal area, which eventually result in sharpening of the

somatotopic precision of sensory information. In vivo patch-clamp

recordings of medullary dorsal horn neurons demonstrated that

the inhibitory receptive field of nociceptive neurons is wider than

the excitatory receptive field [48]. Taken together, the most likely

scenario is that the excitatory neuronal network has a potential to

propagate sensory information to wider area along rostrocaudal

axis but that this excitatory signal may be eventually suppressed by

a stronger inhibitory neuronal network. In support of this idea, P2

and P3 stimulation evoked poor calcium transients of SDH

neurons in the shallow lamina, which includes most projection

neurons in the SDH.

Future perspective
Analysis of three-dimensional distribution of neuronal activity

maps in response to cutaneous sensory stimulation provides a clue

to understand how primary sensory inputs propagate in the SDH

through interneurons. Our next question is how each subtype of

SDH interneurons contributes to the neuronal processing of

sensory information. Expression of calcium indicators under the

control of gene-specific promoters allows measurement of neuro-

nal subtype-specific calcium responses [49]. Furthermore, in vivo
calcium imaging in combination with pharmacological inhibition

of SDH interneurons should clarify the significance of the global

neuronal activity pattern of the SDH.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 BrdU labeling. 59-bromo-29-deoxyuridine (BrdU)

(Sigma) was intraperitoneally injected into pregnant ICR mice at

E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, and E13.5. Transverse sections were

prepared from the thoracic spinal cord of the labeled mice at

P21. The sections were immunostained with rat anti-BrdU

monoclonal antibody (Serotec) and mouse anti-NeuN antibody

(Millipore). Scale bar, 200 mm.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Identity of EGFP-expressing cells in the SDH. pCAG-
EGFP was electroporated into the spinal cord at E12.5, and

transverse sections were prepared from the lumbar spinal cord of

the electroporated mice at P21. The sections were immunostained

with anti-NeuN (upper) or anti-GFAP (lower) antibody. EGFP

fluorescence and immunofluorescence of anti-NeuN and anti-

GFAP are shown. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(TIF)

Table S1 Number of pinch-, brush-, and heat-responsive SDH

neurons. Recorded neurons are classified into 3 groups the depth

from the dorsal edge of the grey matter: 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm,

and 100–150 mm. The number of recorded and responsive

neurons within each depth is shown (8 mice).

(XLS)

Table S2 Classification of responsive neurons by the amplitude

of calcium transients. Recorded neurons described in Table S1

were further classified by the amplitude of calcium transients (DR/

R). The lamina distribution pattern of responsive neurons within

each category is shown (8 mice).

(XLS)
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Table S3 Activation of SDH neurons in response to pinch

stimulation applied to P1, P2, and P3. The number of neurons in

response to pinch stimulation applied to P1, P2, and P3 is shown

(14 mice).

(XLS)

Table S4 P2- and P3-evoked calcium transients in P1-responsive

neurons. Among recorded neurons described in Table S3, 92 cells

showed a strong response (DR/R.45%). Calcium transients

following stimulation to P2 and P3 were analyzed, and peak

amplitude of P2 and P3 stimulation relative to P1 stimulation

among these 92 cells is shown.

(XLS)

Table S5 The lamina distribution of SDH neurons in response

to pinch stimulation applied to P1, P2, and P3. Recorded neurons

are classified into 3 groups according to the depth from the dorsal

edge of the grey matter: 0–50 mm, 50–100 mm, and 100–150 mm.

The number of responsive neurons among each group is shown

(11 mice).

(XLS)
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